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        Terms, Phraseology, and Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s)









	 Before Takeoff / Takeoff:  When in formation, your callsign is your number in the flight.  Before takeoff, 
lead will assign numbers and positions within the flight, then give a short brief with takeoff and climb-out 
instructions, including the desired formation(s) to be used.  When lead addresses the flight as a group, each 
member responds with their number.. Ex: “Two copies” or “Four Tally/Visual”.

	 On takeoff, the lead will call configuration settings, then announce, “One’s rolling” after which each 
other member of the flight will announce their takeoff roll (“Two’s rolling” etc..) about 2-3 seconds or so 
after lead.  The lead will call for gear and flaps up and when to tighten into the desired formation on climb-
out. When in position, call “(#), in position”.







	 Directional References and Contact Calling:  In order to quickly reference the direction of a threat it is 
often most efficient to call out it’s position from 1-12 based on a clock. If available, degrees (0*-360*) or 
compass orientation (Ex. N, S, E, W) are also acceptable. A 6-o’clock indicates the rear of an aircraft, 12-
o'clock the front, etc..

	 When anyone in flight see’s a new, unidentified aircraft (“bogey”), they report it using, “CONTACT, 
clock position & alt, aspect”. Ex: “CONTACT, 11-o’clock high, hot” or “CONTACT, 2-o’clock same altitude, 
flanking left to right” (use hot, cold, or flanking for aspect descriptions). The rest of the flight will look for a 
visual confirmation of the new bogey and call out their visuals as they see them along with their flight 
numbers (Ex: “visual”, “tally”, “eyes on”). If you can’t see after scanning the area, use “no eyes”, “no visual”, 
or “negative contact” to communicate that to your lead and/or teammates.



	 ID Terminology:

	 	 Bogey/Contact - unidentified aircraft

	 	 Friendly - allied aircraft (positive ID)

	 	 Bandit - enemy aircraft (positive ID)

	 	 Blind - lost situational awareness, can’t see friendlies or bandit(s)







	 Situation Report requests can be abbreviated to “SitRep”.. Ex: “Gamertag, SitRep” When asked for a 
sitrep, respond with your location, altitude, what you’re doing, and your fuel/ammo/damage status.





	 When operating above approximately 1000 meters (3,000 ft) AGL in a 4-ship, assume if the flight lead 
calls a circle break that you are to perform the “high altitude” circle break, in which number 2 and 3 break 
left and right, respectively, and lead breaks low in a split S, number 4 following them down as a “tactical 
number 2”.  Anything below this altitude, assume a “low altitude” circle break, in which the flight lead and his 
wingman break left together, while number 3 and 4 break right together.
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	 Group Tactics:



	 Most of the time while operating in the Area of Operation (AOO), an element or flight will be in some 
form of combat spread.  Wingmen should shackle (reference page 12) all of their lead’s turns larger than 30 
degrees without requiring verbal instruction to do so, it should be automatic. Maintain proper spacing and 
communicate to your lead if you’re cooking your engine trying to keep up, they will throttle back to 
accommodate you.

	 When in a division that has split up into two different elements, call the merge with bandits and ping 
location on the map for your teammates’ situational awareness.. Ex: “Name, merging head-on with a bandit, 
this location” or “Flight #, head-on merge, enemy Spitfire, On me”. As a general rule, it is helpful to develop 
the habit of pinging the “Cover me!” command whenever merging into a fight. Make sure you have the 
commands set up in the Controls menu.



	 Our strength is in numbers, and without a battle buddy, we leave ourselves exposed to enemy attacks. 
Lost pilots should immediately call that they are separated and coordinate a rendezvous at the first 
possible opportunity. Join another element temporarily or coordinate a safe RTB, or ask your leads what to 
do if unsure of what action to take. If separated, pilots cannot effectively maintain element integrity. They are 
to orbit in a safe area and altitude and notify the element lead/wingman that they are waiting to rejoin. Once 
any lead/flight recognizes the odds have shifted against them in battle, they need to call an exit, extension, 
or “bug-out” to disengage and reset their odds against the enemy.





	 Roles/Responsibilities: 


	 	 A “flight” usually refers to a 4-ship (also referred to as a division) but is used to describe the whole 
force of pilots we are flying with at one time, while an ”element” refers to each 2-ship coupling within the 
flight or division.  Each flight contains elements with their own respective lead and wingman, while the lead 
of the primary element is considered “flight lead”. The flight lead will usually be the highest ranking pilot in 
the group, and will take responsibility for the safety and effectiveness of the flight as a whole. Each element 
within a flight will consist of a lead and a wingman. 

	 The role of the lead is to protect the integrity and safety of their wingman, while the wingman is focused 
on reciprocative protection of their lead.  The leads will organize the tactics and formations to be flown to 
maximize the element’s effectiveness, remaining within the tactical framework laid out by the flight lead.

	 As a wingman, you are focused on following the directions of your lead, providing suggestions and 
situational awareness, and protecting his six. 

	 A good lead/wingman pairing will check across each other's six on average every 6-8 seconds when 
operating in the AOO. This mutual support between lead and wingman is what gives strength to the integrity 
of an element.  Leads should ALWAYS know where their wingman is, and wingmen should ALWAYS stick 
with their leads. Remember that oftentimes a flight will focus different elements on different targets/tactical 
objectives to better-distribute firepower and put pressure on opponents, so you will not always be within the 
safety of large flight numbers. If you lose contact with your lead or wingman, call for a rejoin immediately.




Tactical Lead “Tac Lead”: Temporary hand-off of lead role to someone in flight who does not 
otherwise assume the role of lead.  Used for different tactical purposes and verbally given back once done...  
Ex: “Flight #, taking Tac Lead to nose-point the enemy”.
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	 “Guns solution” is used when you are about to have a firing opportunity while flying tactical with one or 
more teammates. Ex: “Flight #, guns solution” then use “shots”, “guns” or “snapshot” when firing. Give 
update after snapshot if able... Ex: “Critical hit, continuing”.

	 “Splash” - air target kill... Ex: “splash bandit” or if multiple bandits, “splash two” (or # of however many 
are now dead).

	 “Pickle” - term for dropping a bomb or other unguided payload. Allows the rest of the flight to maintain 
safe frag distances from the target area and coordinate the timing of bomb drops. It can be helpful to 
immediately follow up with the fuse time on your payload for the pilots behind you when bombing in a trail 
formation… Ex: “Pickle, 5 second fuse”.







	 Radio/Comms Discipline: 

	 	 Try to keep the radio transmissions brief and to-the-point.  When we have an excessive rate of 
radio chatter on frequency, it becomes difficult to maintain proper communication, and important 
information may be lost.  Flight and element leads should be given slight priority on comms to allow for flow 
of commands, formation changes, and tactics, however any pilot on comms should feel free to make 
suggestions, call contacts/bogeys, and most importantly, ask for help when they need it.  

	 “Clear Comms” should be used by leads or wingmen when there is excessive radio chatter and 
something important needs to be said that is time or safety-sensitive.  When you hear the phrase, stop 
broadcasting and listen for the info.

	 When in combat, the engagement at hand always takes priority.  If your neighboring element is in a 
fight while you and your wingman are not, allow for extra room on the radios for them to handle it.







	 The NATO phonetic alphabet is utilized to describe the rows on the tactical map (among other things). 
Use the code for the row coupled with the number of the column on the tactical map to describe locations 
on the tactical map grid. For increased precision, use the phrase “zone” followed by the number associated 
with the 3-by-3 grid of an old cell phone or telephone keypad to further micro-locate positions WITHIN a 
single grid-square on the tactical map… Ex: “Enemy bombers high altitude, Echo Three, zone 6”.

	 The NATO phonetic alphabet is: 

	 	 Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, Hotel, India, Juliet, Kilo, Lima, Mike, November, 
Oscar, Papa, Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango, Uniform, Victor, Whiskey, X-ray, Yankee, and Zulu.





	 “Anchoring” refers to orbiting in one spot for some tactical purpose.. Ex: “Gamertag, anchor the 
ground target in Bravo 4”  Orbiting refers to a wide-radius, continuous turn.



	 “RTB” stands for Return To Base, use your best judgement for when it's time to head back (tip: pulling 
back the throttle to 65% or so can drastically increase your remaining air-time while still maintaining 
controlled flight when caught low on fuel and away from an airfield).



	 “Bingo fuel” is used to tell teammates you’ve hit the minimum fuel needed to safely RTB... Ex: “Flight 
lead, two’s Bingo fuel”.



	 “Winchester” - Indicating a low or empty ammo load, usually requiring a RTB.
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1v1 BFM Tactics/Maneuvers: 
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Formations:
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Combat Spread

	 Elements fly line abeam - wing tips 
aligned across the aircrafts' beams, with 
a spacing of between 300 and 600m. 
This allows maneuver such as the 
sandwich or bracket pincer to be 
performed, gives enough spacing for 
elements to react to surprise attacks and 
increases visibility of the flight's rear 
quadrant.
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Tactical (Tac) Turn

	 This maneuver allows a flight to turn 
90 degrees in either direction while 
maintaining formation and distances while 
in combat spread. The outside element 
initiates the turn, with the next furthers out 
beginning the turn just before the turning 
element crosses their tail. This continues 
from outside to inside element until all 
have turned. The formation positions have 
now been reversed, but the structure and 
distance is preserved.
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Shackle (Tac Turn) 90 degrees

Example of Shackle <90 degrees
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Squad BFM Tactics/Maneuvers:

































































Circle Break

	 With a far attacker on the 
defending element's six, the 
element performs a circle 
break, turning in opposite 
directions in a level turn, 
forcing the attacker to choose 
one defender to attack. The 
free defender can now 
maneuver onto the six of the 
attacker, often by calling the 
engaged defender to reverse 
their turn around 180 degrees 
through the break.

	 In a flight of 3 or more, one 
element can perform a split-S 
maneuver and perform the 
same break but in the vertical.
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*always the wingman!!*

Defensive Split

	 In a two-ship of defenders being attacked 
from behind, the defenders can perform a 
break in which both elements turn in the same 
direction, but one defender extends slightly 
and climbs, while the other enters a shallow 
dive. 

	 If the attacker chooses the low defender, 
the high defender can perform a roll and dive 
onto the attacker, in what is essentially the 
last half of a high yo-yo. 

	 If the attacker chooses the high defender, 
the low defender can perform a barrel roll or 
the last half of a low yo-yo, while the high 
defender rolls into a dive, bringing the 
attacker down across the nose of the low 
defender.




































































































































Betokened

LEAD
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